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BODY: 
Want to hear a professor's nightmare? That he will wake up two years from now teaching no 
more than he knew two years ago. 
 
I've been at Chapel Hill two years now and I'm not losing sleep yet. But I'm certainly 
conscious that I have to stimulate the flow of new information much more in this role than I 
did when I was a client. 
 
It figures. At International Paper, I had a few million dollars to invest, and the perceived 
influence that went with my Association of National Advertisers and other directorships.  
 
Agencies were eager to keep me current on studies they did, share with me the insights of 
their executives, show off outstanding creative. You never know when an account might come 
loose, right? 
 
Ditto the media, singly and collectively (as in the NAB, TVB, RAB, CAB, OAB, and whoever I've 
overlooked). Data came daily, and not just on rate increases and "special advertising 
opportunities." I received reams of reports about demographic research and market studies, 
fascinating and useful information about who reads what, who watches what, who buys what 
and why. And of course I was comped for (according to one son's count) 27 magazines, three 
newspapers and an unknown number of newsletters. 
 
There are still a few agency friends who are kind enough (or perhaps smart enough -- guess 
where I send our best students?) to keep me in the loop and a few publishers and 
broadcasters who remember me fondly (and may also perceive that we're training tomorrow's 
media planners). But the flow has slowed to a trickle. 
 
Then there were the workshops and conferences sponsored by the alphabet of associations: 
the ANA, ARF, BPA, BPAA, AAF and more. I surely averaged one a month for the 10 years I 
was in New York. Now I'm lucky if I average one a quarter. 
 
The value of all that input, it seems to me now, was that I knew what was going on. I knew 
the trends and hot topics and, more importantly, I knew who the thinkers and doers were in 
any given area. 
 
What I didn't realize at the time was how constantly I reshuffled that card file in my mind. 
Having been comparatively disconnected even for a year and a half, I'm finding that many 
people I knew have already changed jobs -- a few twice! My sources are disappearing at a 
much faster rate than I'm replacing them, and that does scare me. 
 
A newfound colleague, similarly concerned, wrote recently with a modest proposal. Lee 



Bartlett, fresh from the West Coast advertising world (Cole & Weber, among others) and now 
visiting professor of communications at Brigham Young University, suggests that we form an 
Industry Advisory Panel. 
 
Members would include people from all sides of the business -- client, agency and media -- 
representing a spectrum of functions and interests. They would, of course, be people with a 
particular sympathy for education (and educators). 
 
How would the panel work? For openers, volunteers and/or draftees might agree to answer a 
questionnaire two or three times a year about what they see happening in the business, 
somewhat the way Herb Zeltner's Media Advisory Panel operates for ADVERTISING AGE. 
Possible questions would be submitted by advertising teachers from around the country, and 
responses, of course, would not be attributed without specific permisssion. 
 
Lee suggests that such a panel would have a value to both academics and industry 
professionals. Not only would it help ad faculty members to stay in touch, it could also help 
make sure that what we're teaching is present reality so the people who hire our graduates 
don't have any unteaching to do. 
 
Anyone out there like the idea? Enough to volunteer? 


